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Appeal of LUCC Decision: 

  



Appeal by Albuquerque Press Club of LUCC Decision in Case No 14-LUCC-50054 project No 
1010383 (Highland Park) 
 
A.  Standing:  The Albuquerque Press Club owns the Whittlesey House which is adjacent to 
Highland Park and within 300 feet thereof and has a personal and pecuniary interest in 
how the park renovation and its effect on parking will affect the Press Club and Whittlesey 
House. 
 
B.  Basis for Appeal: 
   The LUCC decision is erroneous because of the following errors: 

 

(a) Error in applying adopted city plans, policies, and ordinances in arriving at the 

decision; 

 The LUCC decision was premised on the incorrect assumption that LUCC did not 

have jurisdiction to condition the approval concerning the parking; 

 The LUCC  did have jurisdiction to condition the certificate of appropriateness on 

access to the multi-use parking as it affects the architectural character historical 

value of the site particularly because of the historical relationship between the 

park and Whittlesey House, 

(a) 14-12-8(B)(1) requires that the change proposed be consistent with the 

designation ordinance and specific development guidelines for the landmark or 

historic zone or urban conservation overlay zone—the Huning Highland Historic 

District Overlay Zone Development Guidelines provide: 

(1) “[H]istoric overlay zones were established to protect the unique historic 

character for future generations.” HHDOZG, p 29. 

(2) New construction should be compatible with the general characteristics of 

contributing buildings in the area. HHHDOZG p 73 (see also HHSDP 

Appendix “C” Sec III(A)(5)-(“ Any alteration or new construction in the 

district shall…(5) Protect the integrity of existing significant and contributing 

buildings….”)  

(b) 14-12-8(B)(4) requires the LUCC to determine that the site’s distinguished 

original character will not be altered—this gives LUCC jurisdiction to consider 

whether access to the multiuse parking area which will be blocked by bollards 

will alter the original character of the Highland Park-Whittlesey House qualities 

and character if because of denial of access to the parking area the Whittlesey 

House cannot be preserved or restored since 100% of the funds come from 

operation of the APC which requires the parking; 

(c) Error in applying 14-12-8(C)(3)(b) (“Applications shall only be approved if they 

comply with the criteria established by this article and with the applicable 

general preservation guidelines or specific development guidelines.”)  

 

 

(b) Error in the appealed action or decision, including its stated facts; 

(a) The LUCC failed to make findings on the relationship of Highland Park to the 

Whittlesey House 



(b) The LUCC failed to make findings on the necessity of maintaining adequate 

parking at Highland Park in order to protect the Whittlesey House 

(c) The LUCC failed to make findings on the need to give access to the dual use 

parking are  to the APC  

 

         (c)   Error in acting arbitrarily or capriciously or manifestly abusive of discretion 

 By allowing Staff to raise new issues (as to the Commission’s jurisdiction to 

consider the findings and conditions proposed by APC) AFTER comment by 

APC, interested parties and the public thereby not allowing comment on this new 

issue.  This was especially arbitrary because APC’s requested findings had been 

submitted to Staff in advance of the hearing so that Staff could review them and 

were included in the record.  Staff knew of the proposed findings and any claim 

that the LUCC lacked jurisdiction should have been included in its written report 

or its oral presentation before public comment—this process denied APC due 

process. 

 The failure to adopt the fact findings requested by the Albuquerque Press Club 

was arbitrary and capricious and not supported by the evidence. 

 The failure to adopt the condition requested by the Albuquerque Press Club was 

arbitrary and capricious and not supported by the evidence. 

 Without full access to the multiuse area 

(a) There is inadequate parking for the Whittlesey House 

(b) There is inadequate delivery access for the Whittlesey House 

(c) The Whittlesey House and its preservation will be threatened 

(d) The unique historic character of the zone will therefore be threatened and not 

protected as required by 14-12-8(B)(1) and HHDOZG p 29 

 The renovation will not be compatible with the contributing Whittlesey 

House; 

 The renovation will not protect the integrity of the existing and contributing 

Whittlesey House.   

 The premise of the Renovation plan is that the multi-use area provides sufficient 

delivery access and parking for the Albuquerque Press Club’s activities and 

therefore protects its efforts to preserve the Whittlesey House.  To fail to ensure 

this in fact occurs through a condition is arbitrary and capricious and makes the 

approval inconsistent with the requirements for approval.   

 

The current round of negotiations with the city regarding this access and parking 

is testament to the need for this being adopted in writing. The Press Club 

developed an agreement with the City in the 1980’s pursuant to that park 

renovation plan. Maintaining the parking and access provided by the prior 

agreement has proven to be taxing for the APC in this new plan for renovating the 

park.  

 

 

         (d)   Error in adopting findings including arbitrary  omission of relevant and critical   

      comments in finding #2, specifically, Finding #2 stops with the reference to      

      “…construction of Interstate 25 at the eastern end.”  It should have included a    



      complete history concerning the undisputed history concerning Elm Street.  See   

      highlighted sentence below.  

 2.    The subject site is the City-owned Highland Park, dedicated in 1900 and 

 expanded in 1909, and reduced in size again in the 1960’s with the construction 

 of Interstate 25 at the eastern end.  It was enlarged in the 1980’s with the   

 addition of the property at the SW corner of the park and with the 

 elimination of the Southern portion of Elm St. within the Park.  

 

         (e)   Arbitrary error in omission of relevant and critical undisputed testimony by Dave     

      Smoker, (Dave represented the Albuquerque Press Club in its dealings with the city in  

      this matter back in the 1980’s) in finding #9, specifically; 

 9. “The removal of the asphalt paving at the top of the ridge will greatly enhance 

 the historic character of the park...“ This paving is the original road, 

 truncated by the freeway construction, then widened in the 1980’s pursuant 

 to an agreement between the Albuquerque Press Club and the City. The 

 agreement was to replace some of the parking lost when the Southern section 

 of Elm Street in the park was removed. The agreement widened the “stub” 

 road left at the east end of Highland Park circle to provide head-in parking 

 on both sides of the stub.  This testimony was undisputed and should be 

 reflected in the findings. 

 9 (cont’d) ”…The installation of a public plaza with permeable paving of brick 

 and crusherfine stones with a new allee of trees and planting beds, at the top of 

 the existing  ridge, will be a positive contribution to the character of the park.  

 In addition, the proposed public plaza will provide an additional vehicular 

 exit through the use of retractable bollards and a ADA accessible entrance 

 and exit. “ 

 

       The long term effect of the omission to recognize that 1980’s agreement could be     

       substantial. Failing to include a new agreement with the APC as part of this (or  

  any) finding regarding future access to the multi-use area by way of key access to  

  the bollard by APC, and city maintenance of a working bollard, the city violates  

  the spirit of that prior agreement and could sever a portion of the historic   

  connection between the Whittlesey House and the Highland Park. Specifically,  

  parking and access become entirely dependent on the whims of future   

  administrations and proper maintenance of the bollards. 

 

 

         (f)    Error in failing to recognize that the addition of a bollard to the multi-purpose area         

      does in fact change both the architectural character, and the historical value of the site                 

      in finding 13.  

 13. The Luc Ordinance Section 14-12(8)(B)(2) states that a Certificate of 

Appropriateness shall be approved if “The architectural character, historical    

value, or archaeological value of the structure or site itself or of any historic zone 

or urban conservation overlay zone in which it is located will not be significantly     

impaired or diminished”. The architectural character, historical value of the 

Huning Highland Historic Overlay Zone will not be significantly impaired or 



diminished due to the proposal’s conformance with the specific development 

guidelines.  In failing to recognize the historic connection to Highland Park Circle 

including both the access to the Whittlesey House and parking used by the house 

that could be impacted by the installation of a locking bollard (with no agreement 

for access by the Press Club), the parks department has added an architectural 

feature that changes the historic nature of the park. An agreement with the APC to 

provide APC with key access to the bollard and for the city to maintain the 

bollards in working condition seemed to be the understanding of the testimony 

provided but is not represented in the findings.  

    

See attached Documentation 

 
Brief Discussion: The LUCC viewed the Highland Park renovation as if the only 
considerations were internal to the park and ignoring the effect of the renovation on the 
Historic landmarked Whittlesey House.  The evidence was that the parking in the multi-use 
area was necessary to preserve the Whittlesey House and that if access to the parking (by 
key access to the bollards) was denied the House would be threatened and therefore the 
relationship between the House and Park.  The assumption that LUCC cannot consider how 
access to the parking within the park will affect the adjacent Historic structure which is 
historically and presently an integral part of the character of the park and area was 
incorrect legally and, in any case, LUCC should have made findings on their jurisdiction and 
the requested issues raised by APC. See 14-12-8(C)(3)(b) (“The Commission shall set forth the 

findings of fact which constitute the basis of its decision.”) 

 
Cibas v. New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Dept., 120 N.M. 127, 132, 898 
P.2d 1265 (Ct App. 1995) (findings and conclusions premised on erroneous interpretation 
of law must fail) 
 
AtlixcoCoalition v Maggiore, 1998-NMCA-134, ¶ 19, 125 N.M. 786, 965 P.2d 370(“ in a 
formal, adjudicatory proceeding the decisionmaker must rule on the material issues in 
dispute in a manner that is sufficient to permit meaningful appellate review. “  Padilla v. 
Real Estate Comm'n, 106 N.M. 96, 98, 739 P.2d 965, 967 (1987) (findings which wholly fail 
to resolve in any meaningful way the basic issues of fact in dispute are insufficient to 
permit reviewing court to decide the case at all, except to remand it for proper findings); 
Green v. General Accident Ins. Co., 106 N.M. 523, 527, 746 P.2d 152, 156 (1987) (in 
selectively refusing and adopting by number reference both parties' requested findings 
without drafting its own, trial court failed to make findings sufficient for appellate court to 
review). In an administrative context where the Legislature has expressly required the 
Secretary to state the reasoning behind his decision, see § 74-9-29(B)(1); 20 NMAC 
1.4.V.504(B) (Dec. 1, 1997), this principle may apply with additional force, see Viking 
Petroleum, Inc. v. Oil Conservation Comm'n, 100 N.M. 451, 453, 672 P.2d 280, 282 (1983) 
(findings by expert administrative commission must disclose the reasoning on which its 
order is based);  
 
[Appeal prepared with assistance from Timothy Flynn-O’Brien] 



The following page is the proposed findings that the 
Albuquerque Press Club and the Whittlesey House Preservation 
Foundation presented to city staff and to the LUCC for their 
consideration to include as part of their approval of the 
application. The last of these, item #12, is resolved, there is no 
need for including it.  
  



Following are the “Findings” we believe are appropriate to accompany the revised park 

renovation plans for submission to the Landmarks and Urban Conservation Committee for their 

approval.    

 

01. The Whittlesey House is an important historic structure. 

02. The Whittlesey House is, by park design, inseparably connected to Highland Park.  

03. The historic public/private character of the park/Whittlesey-house is maintained under the 

ownership of the Albuquerque Press Club.  

04. The Albuquerque Press Club is a Non-Profit Corporation (501c-7), operating under the 

laws of the State of NM and acts as sponsor for the sister Non-Profit (501c-3) Whittlesey 

House Preservation Foundation.  

05. All of the earnings of the Albuquerque Press Club as well as the donations to the 

Whittlesey House Preservation Foundation are used to maintain and restore the historic 

Whittlesey House consistent with the standards of the US Secretary of the Interior and 

consistent with the historic survey funded by the NM Office of Cultural Affairs, Historic 

Preservation Division, Historic Preservation Fund, completed in 1995.  

06. Access to the Whittlesey House is historically through the Highland Park.   

07. Adequate access to the Whittlesey House is critical to continuing operations of the 

Albuquerque Press Club, a critical element of the continued maintenance and restoration 

of the Historic Structure. This is a fundamental element of this re-design of the park.   

08. Parking for the Whittlesey House is historically in the Highland Park.  

09. Adequate Parking for the Whittlesey House is critical for the continuing operations of the 

Albuquerque Press Club, a critical element of the continued maintenance and restoration 

of the Historic Structure. This is a fundamental element of this re-design of the park.  

10. The multi-uses of the section along the crest of the hill includes overflow parking for use 

by the Albuquerque Press Club and others.  

11. The locking bollards at the entries to the multi-use areas will be key-accessible to the 

Albuquerque Press Club, allowing for truck deliveries and overflow parking when 

needed.  

12. The design work specifically incorporated truck access using entry into the multi-purpose 

 area but the tree in the circle precludes trucks from being able to turn to exit the area.  

 This space needs to be plant-free.   
  



Documentation 

Supporting the  

APC Proposed 

Findings: 

 

 

  



Documentation of the Historic Nature of the Whittlesey House: 

 

 



SIGNIFICANCE 
 

Whittlesey House was constructed in 1903 in the Huning Highlands Addition in 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. When it was built, the cabin-like home stood alone on a hill 

and was a prominent landmark at the far eastern edge of the city. Later the city engulfed 

the Whittlesey House site turning the home and Highland Park into a quiet oasis near the 

hustle and bustle of downtown. The home was designed by Charles Whittlesey, the Chief 

Architect for the Santa Fe Railroad and a pioneer in the use of concrete.' The Whittlesey 

House, which now houses the Albuquerque Press Club, is the only remaining building in 

the city which was designed by Charles Whittlesey. 

 

Charles Whittlesey was born in 1867 in Alton, Illinois and worked under Louis Sullivan 

for a time. In 1900 he was hired by the Santa Fe Railroad and designed many structures 

based on the Spanish colonial missions and Indian pueblo buildings in New Mexico. New 

Mexican examples of this are the railroad station in Santa Fe and the station that was 

built in Albuquerque. Whittlesey was also an important figure in the early use of 

reinforced concrete. He saw the potential of concrete to be used as a major building 

component. Whittlesey used the material in his regional design of the Alvarado Hotel, 

which was hailed worldwide as an exceptional example of modernism, regionalism, and 

the architectural use of concrete. 

 

Charles Whittlesey was an influential architect in the development of the West and his 

designs were constructed from Chicago to Los Angeles. He designed some of the more 

significant structures in Albuquerque, and although these structures have been lost, they 

are studied as great examples of regional architecture and are remembered as icons of 

Albuquerque's past. Although the Whittlesey House is very different from the structures 

for which he is best remembered, it has a unique architectural style and setting, the 

regional log cabin has an underlying sense of modern architectural design, and it has 

been an important landmark throughout the history of Albuquerque. This structure is 

important both because of its association with Charles Whittlesey and its architectural 

style. This structure was the first privately owned building to be registered as a 

landmark-in the City of Albuquerque. 

 

From: WHITTLESEY HOUSE HISTORIC STRUCTURE REPORT,  

November 1995, Project Funded By Office of Cultural Affairs, Historic Preservation Division, 

Historic Preservation Fund. Pages 4-5 



 



Documentation for proposed finding 02. The Whittlesey House is, 

by park design, inseparably connected to Highland Park. 
 

 

The Whittlesey House (location of the Albuquerque Press Club) is, and always has been 

integrally associated with the adjacent Highland Park. The park along with The placement of 

Elm Street and Highland Park Circle House specifically so that the front yard of the house would 

be a public park and that the park and the house would forever be intertwined.  

 

An excerpt from the book, A Cliffie Experience, written by Mary Lou Heaphy who grew up in 

the old house, residing there with her mother Mrs. McCallum who worked with then Mayor 

Clyde Tingly and his wife Carey to design and construct the Highland Park:  

 

The park was conceived and designed, in part, to incorporate the already public 

functions of the Whittlesey House with the operations of the park to benefit the local 

residents.  The house was, from its early days a place welcoming of visitors, including the 

public. The promise of the development of the park was to continue and expand that 

tradition. * 

 

The road, Highland Park Circle, initially extended eastward within the park to the 

eastern extent of the park, Oak St. This was by design, to create a useful amenity and to 

allow full view of the park.   

 

Every Sunday, public events were held in the park. Cars parked on the street along the 

ridgeline for these events. That street was also used daily by men who parked there to 

polish their cars and to show them off.   

 

From: A Cliffie Experience by Mary Lou Heaphy p.268   



Following is a chapter from the book, A Cliffie Experience written by 

Mary Lou Heaphy, the daughter of Clifford McCallum.  Mary Lou grew 

up in the Whittlesey House, living there at the time the park was 

conceived and designed. Mary Lou describes the collaberation of her 

mother, Clifford McCallum (then owner of the Whittlesey House), and 

Clyde and Carrie Tingley in the design of the Highland Park.  Mary Lou 

goes on to describe the early uses of the park in this chapter, things 

that continue to this day, things that are forever connected to the 

streets out front and parking. 

    

















 



 

  



CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE, PARKS AND RECREATION 
 

The APC appears to be part of Highland Park, which is maintained by the City of 

Albuquerque, Parks and Recreation Department. Although the APC and its grounds are 

visually contiguous, the property lines and administration are separate. The Parks and 

Recreation maintenance ends at the fire lane sign located on the north side of the 

circular drive, but the city sprinkler system extends onto the north side of the APC 

property. Other than this portion of lawn that receives water, the APC is responsible for -

the g-rounds from the fire lane sign to the boundaries of the property. 

 

From: WHITTLESEY HOUSE HISTORIC STRUCTURE REPORT,  

November 1995, Project Funded By Office of Cultural Affairs, Historic Preservation Division, 

Historic Preservation Fund. Pages 2-3 

 
  



03. The historic public/private character of the park/Whittlesey-

house is maintained under the ownership of the Albuquerque 

Press Club.  
 

The Albuquerque Press Club, current owner of the Whittlesey House, operates as a NM non-

profit corporation. The Press Club takes its responsibility to further the interests of the greater 

Albuquerque community seriously.  The Whittlesey House is the meeting place for a wide 

variety of both public and private events, a few of which include: 

1. A group of ukulele musicians 

2. Location for public news announcements 

3. Several adult “garage bands” who play to their friends and for personal edification 

4. Two Toastmasters groups 

5. A Volkswagen club 

6. A Scooter club 

7. Several (old) car clubs 

8. Community groups 

9. A Goth club 

10. A variety of focused political groups 

11. A variety of focused media and journalist groups 

12. A variety of groups from UNM 

13. Arguably our most important service is providing a place where adults may hang-out 

with friends and meet new ones in a supportive, friendly, positive atmosphere. 

Though some of those who live north and west of the park enter the park by walking up the 

current Elm St. Extension into the park, many more walk up the steps at the NW corner of the 

Whittlesey House property, across our patio and walkway into the park. For many, the 

Whittlesey House property remains as the historical park entrance  



04. The Albuquerque Press Club is a Non-Profit Corporation 

(501c-7), operating under the laws of the State of NM and acts 

as sponsor for the sister Non-Profit (501c-3) Whittlesey House 

Preservation Foundation.  
 

 

 

05. All of the earnings of the Albuquerque Press Club as well as 

the donations to the Whittlesey House Preservation 

Foundation are used to maintain and restore the historic 

Whittlesey House consistent with the standards of the US 

Secretary of the Interior and consistent with the historic 

survey funded by the NM Office of Cultural Affairs, Historic 

Preservation Division, Historic Preservation Fund, completed 

in 1995. 

  



06. Access to the Whittlesey House is historically through the 

Highland Park.   
 

Our street, Highland Park Circle, is within the park as is the feeder to it, Elm St. Our front yard is 

park property. The Albuquerque Press Club works with the park employees to maintain this 

portion of the park.   
  



1973 Permitted Construction Plans front page showing existing Elm Street and Parking -- 

Highland Park Circle configuration. 

 

From: WHITTLESEY HOUSE HISTORIC STRUCTURE REPORT,  November 1995, Project 

Funded By Office of Cultural Affairs, Historic Preservation Division, Historic Preservation 

Fund. 



Site plan showing configuration of streets/parking at the time APC purchased the WHPF in 

1972. The “stub” at the top is what was the truncated street when the freeway was constructed 

then became parking pursuant to an agreement with the city in the early 1980’s when the south 

portion of Elm St. through the park was removed. 

 

From: WHITTLESEY HOUSE HISTORIC STRUCTURE REPORT,  

November 1995, Project Funded By Office of Cultural Affairs, Historic Preservation Division, 

Historic Preservation Fund 



07. Adequate access to the Whittlesey House is critical to 

continuing operations of the Albuquerque Press Club, a 

critical element of the continued maintenance and restoration 

of the Historic Structure.  
 

This is a fundamental element of this re-design of the park including significant modifications to 

the original plans to allow for truck access and overflow parking in the “multi-use” area at the 

top of the hill.  

 

As a non-profit, the Albuquerque Press Club serves a public purpose, of great value to the greater 

Albuquerque community. 

  



08. Parking for the Whittlesey House is historically in the 

Highland Park.  
 

09. Adequate Parking for the Whittlesey House is critical for the 

continuing operations of the Albuquerque Press Club, a 

critical element of the continued maintenance and restoration 

of the Historic Structure. This is a fundamental element of this 

re-design of the park.  
 

10. The multi-uses of the section along the crest of the hill includes 

overflow parking for use by the Albuquerque Press Club.  
 

11. The locking bollards at the entries to the multi-use areas will 

be key-accessible to the Albuquerque Press Club, allowing for 

truck deliveries and overflow parking when needed.  
 
Parking was on both Elm Street, which traversed the park fully, north to South and Highland 

Park Cir which traversed from the Whittlesey House on the West through the park to the East. 

Highland Park Cir (established in the 1940's when the park was developed) was truncated when 

I-25 was established, traversing the area of the park. Subsequent to that, parking remained on the 

“stub,” that portion of Highland Park Cir East of Elm.   

 

In the 1980's the portion of Elm Street, within the park area and South of Highland Park Circle 

was eliminated. There was significant interaction between the Press Club (Dave Smoker, pres.) 

And the city regarding the loss of critical parking. The city agreed to enlarge the “stub” to allow 

head-in parking on both sides as an offset for some of the parking spots eliminated.   

 

See drawings at documentation for 06. 

 

The current plan for the park renovation, specifically the space at the top of the hill that 

comprises Highland Park Circle (the street) and the parking “stub” has been modified repeatedly 

in order to provide needed parking spaces to replace some of those being removed under the 

plan.    

 

The current plan for the “multi-use area” provides adequate parking and access for the 

Albuquerque Press Club and the Whittlesey House provided there is in fact real access. Our 

recent quarrel with the re-design is evidence to the point that an agreement with the city is not 

necessarily an agreement. This parking and access issue was resolved in the 1980’s only to be 

reopened 30 years later by a subsequent park redesign.  

 
  



  



  



 


